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Q.  All right, here with Allisen Corpuz after her second
round at the Meijer LPGA Classic.  Pretty similar round
to yesterday, yeah?  Do you feel that way?  Sort of
looks similar on the scorecard.

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Yeah, I mean, 4-under, 4-under. 
Pretty consistent both days.  Had some pretty good looks
for birdie and been playing pretty solid so far this week.

Q.  What feels solid about your game right now?  What
are the shots that have been consistent out there?

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Yeah, just been hitting the ball really
well the past few months and been struggling with the
putter a little.  Felt like I made some key putts the past few
days.

Q.  On 18, I see you eagled the par-5 twice now.  What
is it about that hole that you've done so well?

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Just kind of got lucky today.  Hit a
really good 5-iron into like two feet yesterday, and then
made like a 60-footer today.

But, no, I mean, it's a reachable par-5 and just been putting
myself in a good position to be able to go for the eagle.

Q.  Were the conditions super different today
compared to the morning round yesterday?  I know
you sort of had mid tee times in both.

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Yeah, pretty similar overall I think. 
The greens just got a little slower towards the end of
today's round and definitely a little firmer.

But overall played pretty similar both rounds.

Q.  Anything in particular you like about this course?  I
know it's got a lot of par-5s and birdiefest out there a
little bit.

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Yeah, definitely.  Five par-5s and I
think three of them are reachable for me.  Definitely a lot of

opportunities out there.

And I just like the design.  I mean, I think the holes just look
really good to me.  Just has been a course that I like
coming back to.

Q.  Last question:  As you look to tomorrow, what sort
of round do you hope to shoot?  What needs to be
done on moving day to be successful here?

ALLISEN CORPUZ:  Just kind of feels like there has been
one or two shots each round where I wish I could have
done a little better.  Overall playing pretty solid and trying
to keep doing the same thing.
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